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Work can be a source of freedom, wealth and self-respect, but also exploitation, poverty and
subjugation. Existing grand narratives suggest that labour in fifteenth-century Western Europe
became ‘free’ after the end of serfdom. Yet some workers had more freedom than others. Women
were excluded from many occupations, while in some cultures married women had no right to own
property or the fruits of their labour. Labour laws controlled workers such as servants and apprentices,
who were placed in the same legal relationship to the household head as children. As recent studies
of serfdom and slavery have shown, we need to move beyond a sharp division between bondage and
freedom to explore the many factors that restricted or promoted freedom within and through work.
This conference explores these complex relations between freedom and work in Western Europe from
1250 to 1750. It especially encourages approaches which extend outside the employer-employee
relationship to explore how family, community and state determined the degree of exploitation or
empowerment in working life; broaden our scope beyond the adult male worker to centre previously
marginalised workers, like women and servants; apply theoretical ideas from other disciplines to reexamine the nature of freedom in relation to historical forms of work; compare relative degrees of
freedom or unfreedom across different forms of labour, cultures, legal systems or time periods;
and/or contextualise labour in Western Europe with respect to forms of colonial slavery.
We invite proposals for 20-minute papers that might address, but are not limited to, the following
themes in relation to freedom and work:






Gender and women’s economic freedom
Age and life-cycles
Poverty and economic coercion
Laws regulating labour or commerce
Service & apprenticeship as institutions







Varieties of wage labour
Contracts and consent
Slavery, serfdom and their intersection
Training, skills, development of capacities
Domination and resistance

Please submit abstracts of up to 300 words and a biography of 100 words (in English) to
FORMSofLABOUR@exeter.ac.uk by 16 August 2021.
NB: Bursaries for travel and accommodation will be available for speakers needing financial assistance.
This conference is organised and hosted by Forms of Labour: Gender, Freedom and Work
in the Preindustrial Economy, led by Jane Whittle at the University of Exeter. This project
has received funding from the European Research Council (ERC) under the European
Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme (grant agreement No 834385).

